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Animal Rights Film Collection from Dietrich von Haugwitz 

 
This animal rights video collection below was donated to Humane Carolina by Dietrich von 
Haugwitz in the summer of 2005.  Deitrich passed away in June 2007.  The videos are stored at 
Brandon Becker’s house in Cary, NC, unless otherwise noted in red that they are at Beth 
Levine’s house.  You are welcome to check one out by emailing Brandon at 
brbecker83@gmail.com or Beth at bethforanimals@earthlink.net and you can make 
arrangements to borrow the video(s).  Videos can be checked out for up to one month, with 
extensions possible.   
 
Most of the videos are from the 1980’s and 1990’s and are currently all in VHS format.   
 
 No. 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    10   "THEIR FUTURE IS IN YOUR HANDS"     12 min.                 1992 
                Produced by: Animal Aid,  Tonbridge (England) 
                Written and directed by  Mark Gold 
 
                Good introduction to the new ethic of living without exploiting 
                animals.  States the case against meat production, cruel forms 
                of entertainment, animal research, etc. 
                Good for highschool and college level. 
 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------------    
    12     THE ANIMALS FILM                   90 min.                 1981  
                90-minute version of the original (2 1/2 hour) film. 
                Narrated by Julie Christie.  The most comprehensive film 
                made on all major aspects of exploitation of animals in 
                Western society (with focus on England, Canada and the  
                U.S.A.).  Contains a number of stark, graphic scenes on 
                research and factory farming. 
                      Julie Christie's comment on the film: 
                "It's not about them; it's about us."                     
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    13   same as # 12 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    14   same as # 12 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    18   WE ARE ALL NOAH                     30 min.                  1986 
                The work of Prof. Tom Regan, author of THE  
                CASE FOR ANIMAL RIGHTS, who also narrates the film. 
                It explores the connection between animal use/abuse and 
                the teachings of Judaism and Christianity. Clergymen of 
                various faiths speak on the subject.  Scenes shown include 
                research, factory farms, trapping, euthanasia in pounds. 
                An excellent introduction to the subject.    
 
                   ANIMAL RIGHTS AT DUKE 
                Feb.1989, 20 min., Duke Cable 13 Production.            
                Overview of lab animal use at Duke; interviews with Tom  
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                Regan, Prof. Bill Reppy, Dietrich v.Haugwitz, Dr. Richter  
                and various Duke Doctors.                      
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    19   BROKEN PROMISES         1987                   10 min.  (Beth Levine) 
                produced by Life Force.  Cruel cat experiments (e.g. spinal 
                chord injuries) in U.S. and Canadian laboratories. 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    20   HIDDEN CRIMES       (1985 ?)  (Beth Levine) 
                78 minutes. 
                Made by SUPRESS (Students United Protesting Research on  
                Sentient Subjects). The group adheres to the strong views 
                of Hans Ruesch, who opposes animal research not on moral  
                and philosophical grounds but instead maintains that all 
                animal research is bad science and "a fraud".             
    ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    21   ANIMAL POUNDS   (Beth Levine) 
                30-minute PBS documentary on the Los Angeles pound. 
                Explores the problems of lost and abandoned pets, the  
                magnitude of the problem, euthanasia, etc.                
 
         HIDDEN CRIMES  (for description see # 20)        
 
         CHIMPS IN RESEARCH 
                ABC Documentary - a segment from "20/20",  20 min.      
                Dealing with Chimpanzees: How they are used and housed in  
                American facilities; the problems of breeding them for  
                research, and how they are caught (and decimated) in  
                Africa.  Jane Goodall condemns current practices at SEMA.   
                Strong pro-animal-welfare tone, - unusual for a commercial  
                television production. 
 
         CHIMPS IN THE WILD.      A 60-minute documentary. 
              
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    22   UNNECESSARY FUSS  ("The Genarelli Tape")   (1984)   (Beth Levine) 
                Distributed by P.E.T.A. 
                26-minute excerpt from films made by the researchers 
                themselves at Dr. Genarelli's head injury laboratory at  
                the University of Pennsylvania.  The tapes were secretly 
                taken by members of the Animal Liberation Front and 
                brought to the attention of the press and Congress, which 
                led to the closing of the lab. 
                The film shows painful experiments: baboons strapped on a  
                table have crashing blows administered to their heads,  
                while scientists smoke and listen to music.           
                These experiments had been conducted for 15 years at the 
                expense of 12 Million dollars, funded by the tax payer. 
 
    ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    23   SUFFER THE ANIMALS             22 min          (early 1980's ?) 
                British narration.  Shows animal use in household, drug, 
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                and vaccine testing.  Also: good detail footage on monkeys 
                used by the U.S.Airforce to test effects on pilots by 
                nuclear radiation. 
                Poor audio quality.  Not suitable for  young people. 
    ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    24   UNNECESSARY FUSS  (same as # 22)     (Beth Levine)                           
 
         TOOLS FOR RESEARCH     (1983 ?)                     
                10-minute documentary on animal use in laboratories, both 
                medical and commercial.  The latter includes the LD50 and 
                the Draize tests.  Also included a scene showing the  
                capture of monkeys in Africa for shipment to the USA. 
                Interviews with researchers, and with Peter Singer.        
        
       DUKE STUDENTS (S.E.T.A.)      (1988) 
                Man-on-the-street interviews on the Duke University 
                Campus, regarding vivisection at Duke. Louse Murray 
                interviews fellow students. Also interview with the    
                head of the vivarium, who refuses to allow her camera 
                to enter the facility.              
                10 minutes. ( followed by un-edited footage).               
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    25   NATURE OF THINGS             (1986) 
           with David Suzuki 
                (1) Animals in Entertainment. 
                Excellent in-depth exploration of the subject.  Eloquent 
                narration and analysis.  Not suitable for children. 
                (2) The creation of food animals. 
                Exploration of the altering of animals from their original 
                wild state (alert, quick, well built) to factory raised 
                meat machines (numb, passive, bloated).  Excellent study.   
 
           �NOTE: Contains long rodeo sequence.� 
 
 
         WE ARE ALL NOAH      (see # 17)               
 
         UNNECESSARY FUSS     (see # 22)               
 
         THE PLAGUE DOGS  - excerpts. (see # 27)           
                
    ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    26   NATURE OF THINGS            (1993)               45 min       (Beth Levine)          
           with David Suzuki.  Canadian Broadcasting Co. 
           "Animals in Research - Breaking the Habit" 
                Excellent, fair, in-depth documentary of the controversy. 
                Incl. segments with Andrew Rowan, Peter Singer, Robert Sharpe 
                and various researchers. 
                CBC received heavy criticism from the research community for 
                this program. 
                For mature audiences.      
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    ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    27   THE PLAGUE DOGS 
                Acclaimed short animated feature film. 
                Two dogs excape from an English research facility and try 
                to fend for themselves on the outside, while trying to 
                dodge their pursuers.  Suitable for young viewers.         
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    28   WHY DO WE TREAT THEM LIKE ANIMALS?           15 min. 
                Film, by Jane Loader.  Satirical, supposedly funny portrayal 
                of animal abuse, using vintage Hollywood and newsreel 
                material, and music, of the 1940ies and 50ies. 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    31   BREAKING BARRIERS          (1986)   (Beth Levine) 
                16 minutes. Distributed by P.E.T.A. 
                Shows how chimpanzees are confined at a primate research 
                facility in small, tightly sealed cages called "isolates", 
                in which some of them spend their entire lives.         
                Jane Goodall was dismayed by this film.                    
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------   
    33   THE NINTH CRUSADE            (1984) 
                Three 30-minute films  plus a 10-minute introduction. 
                Produced by the Animal Protection Institute. 
                Narrated by Beau Bridges.  Excellent professional quality. 
                Suitable for teenagers and adults.  Contains no graphic 
                scenes of animal suffering. Upbeat and entertaining. 
                The Ninth Crusade is the crusade for protecting wild  
                animals, to let them enjoy their freedom undisturbed. 
 
                (1) "Freedom for the Animals".  
                    Protectiing the pronghorn in Wyoming (short); 
                    Protecting the wild horses in the West (extensive). 
                (2) "The War in Nemo's Garden". 
                    Whales and dolphins; how people interact with them and 
                    try to save them. 
                (3) "The Continental OPS" 
                    International animal protection operations: 
                    Kangaroo protection; Attorneys for animal rights; 
                    Veterinarians for animal rights; the International 
                    Primate Protection League; Zoo Reformers; the 
                    United Animal Nations (Geneva); the baby seal issue; 
                    Ninth Crusade summary. 
 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    35   SECOND OPINION                      (1987) 
                Medical Doctors critique pound seizure. 
                by PROPETS (National Coalition to Protect Our Pets). 
                Doctors state their opinions on the use of pound animals 
                in bio-medical research and in teaching. 
                30 minutes.   
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    36   SECOND OPINION      (same as # 35)              
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    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    37   SECOND OPINION      (same as # 35)              
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------   
    38   CLASSROOM CUT-UPS      14 minutes         October 1990     
                Background on school dissection practices, brought to  
                light by PETA's undercover investigation of Carolina  
                Biological Supply Co. and Ward's Natural Science.   
                Cats arriving at C.B.S. in Burlington and killed on the  
                premises.  Casual cruelties in the preparation for  
                specimens that are sent out to the schools.  Existing  
                alternatives.  Should be viewed by biology teachers.   
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------   
    38-A   same as #38 
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------   
    38-C   same as #38 
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------   
    40   ANIMAL RIGHTS - THE ISSUES AND THE MOVEMENT  (1982)        
                20 minutes.                           
                The only complete presentation of all aspects of the  
                animal rights view.  Slides and narration.  
                Audio portion poor quality but clearly understandable. 
 
       POUND SEIZURE - a TV interview 
                Tom Regan discusses the issue.  6 minutes. 
                Audio portion poor quality but clearly understandable. 
 
       ANIMALS IN LABORATORIES      (1982) 
                Two 15-minutes films. Produced by the Fund for Animals. 
                Video quality is not high quality, unfortunately. 
                Very impressive, and occasionally hard to watch, pictures 
                of suffering laboratory animals, subjects of painful  
                experiments. 
                Rare documentation of animal suffering in laboratories. 
     ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     41  DOG LAB                      (1987)     
                16-minute film on Medical School surgery class: students  
                watching an instructor operate on a dog. With comments by 
                professionals, citicizing lack of sensitivity and skill. 
                Filmed by the Medical School for internal use only. 
                Obtained and released to the press by P.E.T.A. 
    -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    42   DOG LAB            (same as # 41)       
    -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    43   FROG GIRL                (Oct.1989)                     60 min 
                a CBS School Break Special.      (Duplicate: see #67) 
                Dramatization of the story of Jennifer Graham, who  
                refused to dissect frogs in highschool.   
                Excellent for students.   
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------     
    44   BRITCHES                    (1986)    (Beth Levine) 
                12 minutes.  produced by PETA. 
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                Portrait of a baby monkey, "Britches", who was artificially  
                blinded as part of a $275,000 research project at the  
                University of California at Riverside.  Short scenes from  
                the 1985 ALF break-in and rescue of animals at that lab,  
                and later recovery of Britches.   A very moving short film.   
         
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    46   CHIMPS IN AIDS RESEARCH    (Beth Levine) 
           National Geographics Documentary, Nov.1988, 60 min.  
                In depth study of the controversy, with footage of how  
                the animals are procured in Africa. 
 
         ANIMAL RIGHTS 
           CBS documentary on "48 HOURS", with Dan Rather 
                February 1989,  60 min.                                   
                Labs, pounds, animal control, hunt saboteurs, farms. 
                An introcudtion for the uninitiated public, which attempts  
                the usual "balance" between viewpoints.  Missing is the  
                fur issue, perhaps since that would endanger advertising  
                revenues for CBS affiliates.                               
    -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    48  SKINS        12 min.         (1971)      
                Documentary on trapping and the fur industry. 
                A fashion show; animals suffering in traps; interviews  
                with people in the street and with trappers.  A bit dated 
                now, but good springboard for discussions on the issue. 
                For all audiences except children.  
    --------------------------------------------------------------------------   
    50  BLACK HARVEST               (1988) 
                35 minutes.  BBC documetary. 
                The slaughter of pilot whales on the Faroe islands, and an  
                account of Capt. Paul Watson's expedition to the islands  
                to interfere with the killing.  Film shows how his boat is  
                boarded, crew members arrested, tear gas hurled at the  
                boat, etc.  Islanders state their views on camera,  
                opponents state theirs.  The slaughter itself is filmed; 
                that footage is shown 3 or 4 times during the film, lasts  
                only a few seconds, but is painful to watch. 
 
        THE SEASHEPHERDS    October 1991    
                Colorful summary and recent update on Paul Watson's past 
                adventures on the world's oceans, including his dramatic 
                clashes with illegal whaling ships. 
                (A segment from "Real People", NBC) 
    --------------------------------------------------------------------------   
      
    51   BGH (Bovine Growth Hormone) - the labelling issue             
                4 min. news item on CBS,  March 94 
 
         TIGERS - THEIR DESTRUCTION AND COMMERCIAL EXPLOITATION         
                30 minutes.  ABC documetary ("Day One")  March 1994 
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                Part 1:  The continued illegal killing of tigers in India. 
                Poachers, dealers, and India's "Wildlife Mafia". 
                Part 2:  Taiwan's flourishing market in "tiger derivatives" 
                and other products of endangered species.  Pharmacies, shops,  
                and the infamous "Snake Alley"are shown, where these items are 
                offered as food, remedies and aphrodisiacs. 
                Taiwan's lack of enforcement and PR efforts toward the USA. 
 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    52   GLOBAL TRAFFIC IN WILDLIFE        1987   
                30-minute hard-hitting documentary.  How snakes, parrots, 
                monkeys etc. are caught (S.E.Asia, Africa, S.America); 
                how they are sold, smuggled, shipped; how documents are 
                forged. etc.       
                                                 
         LEMURS          1989   A 1-hour documentary (PBS) 
 
         FETAL TISSUE TRANSPLANTS      Nov 1989 
               A 15-minute segment from the Connie Chung Show. 
               Very good exploration of the controversy.  A revolutionary 
               improvement over animal research, but banned because it is 
               tied to human abortions. 
 
         THE CONNECTION BETWEEN ZOOS AND SHOOTING RANCHES 
               A 15-minute segment from CBS's "60 Minutes", Jan 21, 1990, 
               documenting the flow of exotic animals from zoos to  
               dealers to shooting ranches in Texas.   Excellent. 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    53   Vicky Moore's campaign against bullfights             Nov. 1996 
               A segment from Dateline NBC. 
               (Must skip past long piece of unrelated material. And a few 
               seconds are missing at the beginning and the end of the 
               segment.) 
               The remarkable story of British activist Vicky Moore in Spain 
               where she was gored by a bull (shown in this film). 
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
    54   RODEOS              1989   A 1-hour documentary (PBS) 
 
               (Note: For rodeo see also # 25.) 
               In-depth look at the "sport".  Critical voices are absent 
               in this film, which tends to glorify this dying tradition. 
 
         GREYHOUNDS          1989   Short news segment on CBS 
               Good footage of abusive practices (e.g. live lures).  
               Pros and cons by various spokesmen.  Valuable resource. 
 
         The fur issue in Aspen, Colorado                           1990 
               3-minute TV news segment (Dan Rather), two months before 
               the city of Aspen voted on the ban of fur sales. 
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         Black market in bear claws and gall bladders  -- 7 min. --  1989 
               Misc. scenes from a 1989 Audubon documentary on wildlife   
               poaching and shipments to S.E.Asia 
 
 
         RODEOS - MEXCIAN STYLE, IN THE USA     13 min.            1994 
              Segment from the ABC program 20/20, showing the "mangana", 
              where broncos are tripped.  Shockingly cruel scenes.  Roped 
              cattle are being dragged around.  All horses go to slaughter 
              eventually. 
              Also shown: Equus Horse Sanctuary. 
 
         (various commercials follow) 
 
         Illegal big-game hunting, from North Carolina to Alaska --  30 min.   
               Misc. scenes from a 1989 Audubon documentary on wildlife   
               poaching.  (Contains embedded TV commercials) 
 
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
    55   DOG RACING   -        9 minutes  -        1990-1993 ? 
               Miscellaneous scenes showing the abuses at race tracks, 
               incl. training with live rabbits and killing of surplus dogs. 
               Interviews with experts from different humane societies. 
               No animal rights arguments; only solid animal welfare arguments 
               against this inhumane industry. 
 
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
    56   DOLPHINS    -        60 minutes  -        1990  
              Documentary produced by the Audubon Society.               
              Narrated by Michael Douglas. 
              New knowledge about their intelligence;  the dolphin slaughter 
              by the tuna fishing fleets (with much footage on purse seine 
              setting!);  Japan's slaughter of dolphins along their coast. 
              Dolphins dying along U.S. coasts.   Excellent summary. 
 
         WHALING   -         15 minutes  -        1993 
              "Scientific" Whaling as conducted by the Japanese  
              A segment from ABC's "DAY ONE" (TV news show), May 9, 1993 
 
         WOLVES    -         60 minutes  -        1993 
              An ABC documentary from the series World of Discovery. 
              Shown are wolves in a 20-acre sanctuary in Idaho. 
              Good observations of the wolves' social nature.   
 
         DOLPHINS    -        60 minutes  -        1994  
              Documentary from the PBS series "Nature", with George Page. 
              Many examples of human-dolphin encounters; details on research. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------    
     
    59   "Animal Rights -- The First Collection"     1984 
         Mary  De La Valette interviews experts on animal subjects. 
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         These are simple, undramatic studio interviews with no action footage. 
         Suitable for those who want information rather than pictures. 
         All segments are 25 minutes long and feature outstanding experts  
         in their fields.   
 
           1.  Hugh Genghegan, of the Greyhound Rescue Assoc. 
           2.  Dr. Susan Curtis, Massachusetts Psychologist, 
               on animal research in psychology. 
           3.  Janet Polomis,  Mobilization for Animals, 
               on wildlife slaughter and trapping. 
           4.  Dr. Theo Capaldo,  psychologist,  on vegetarianism. 
           5.  Luke A. Dommer, CASH (Commit.to Abolish Sport Hunting). 
           6.  Priscilla Chapman, Sierra Club, on the environment. 
           7.  John Walsh, WSPA (World Soc. for the Protection of Animals) 
               on anti-cruelty  efforts in Latin America and elsewhere. 
           8.  John Walsh - continued.   
       **      #7 and #8 are indispensible for students of the  
               international scene! 
           9.  Dr. Richard Morgan, Founder of Mobilization for Animals, 
               on animal research, predator control, etc. 
          10.  Dr. Richard Morgan - continued, 
               on hunting, meat production, spay/neuter, etc. 
          11.  John Bruce Nye, Program Director of IFAW (Internat'l Fund 
               for Animal Welfare),  
               on dog & cat eating in the Philippines and Korea. 
          12.  Ruth Flaherty, Attorney, ALDF (Animal Legal Defense Fund), 
               on the Federal Pet Statute (landlords in federal housing 
               cannot prohibit pets for the elderly and the handicapped). 
          13.  Dr. Mark A. Pokras, Mass. Audubon Soc., veterinarian and 
               wildlife rehabilitator, on the Mass. Bird Bill. 
          14.  Dr. Andrew Rowan, Professor, Tufts School of Vet.Medicine, 
               (and author of the book "Of Mice, Models and Men"), 
               on alternatives to animal testing. 
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
 
    61   A QUESTION OF RESPECT.            1989    10 minutes 
              Produced by the ASPCA.           
              Good introduction to developing a humane attitude toward  
              animals.  Very basic.  As we care for our pets, so we should  
              extend our care to other animals as well, including those 
              used for testing household products and cosmetics.          
              Suitable for young viewers. 
 
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
    62   THROW-AWAY PETS                   1993    60 minutes 
              PBS TV documentary on pet overpopulation, with Betty White 
              and Roger Karas (Pres. of ASPCA).   
              No animal rights message; instead traditional animal welfare 
              approach (e.g. "responsbile breeders are fine"). 
              Very good exposure of the surplus problem.  Opinions from both 
              sides.  Deals with puppy mills, spay/neuter, euthanasia, feral  
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              dogs and cats, animal control, etc. 
 
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
    63   PUPPY MILLS                       1990    17 minutes 
              A segment of the ABC Television series "20/20" (with Barbara 
              Walters) broadcast on 5/11/1990.                          
              Hardhitting documentary on the facts behind the puppies  
              displayed in today's franchised pet stores.  Incl. pictures  
              of puppy mills in the Mid-West; a USDA inspector (charged with 
              inspecting puppy mills) who actually operates a puppy mill. 
              Unfortunate bottom line: Buy your puppy from a local breeder! 
 
         PET THEFT                        1990     15 minutes 
              A segment of the ABC Television series "20/20" (with Barbara  
              Walters) broadcast on 7/13/1990, on the trade in stolen pets  
              and sale to research labs.  Excellent.   
 
         PUPPY MILLS                      1990     10 minutes 
              A segment of the Connie Chung show (CBS), broadcast on  
              9/10/90.  Good investigative report.  CBS secretly followed  
              a truck from a puppy mill in Kansas to the Chicago airport.     
 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    64   The Savannah River Project         30 min.                1993 
              (Has no relation to animal subjects.  Strong documentary about  
              the atomic bomb plant in South Carolina.) 
 
         Killer Whales in Captivity         10 min.                1993 
              Arguments pro and con. Includes the fate of Corky in Marine 
              land, California, and stunts at Seaworld, Florida.  
 
         "Unleashed" (Pet Theft for Research)    13 min.        August 1993 
              TV documentary with Connie Chung (Eye to Eye, CBS). 
              Strong indictment of the sinister trade in stolen dogs and cats, 
              its connections with animal research, and the reasons for the 
              failure of the USDA to prosecute it. 
              Among those interviewed: Judith Reitman, author of the book  
              "Stolen for Profit", and Mary Warner (now over 80 years old),  
              the country's most knowledgeable person on the subject. 
 
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
    65   Animal Rights on Network Television    (Beth Levine) 
                   
         1986-88:  - Frontline (PBS): Pros and cons on animal research. 
                   - 60 Minutes   
                   - Excerpts fron "Unnecessary Fuss" (see # 22) 
                   - The Phil Donahue Show  
                   - Ted Koppel ("Nightline"): A furrier and an anti-fur  
                     activist. 
                   - 60 Minutes   
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
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    66   Same as # 65, --  plus the following: 
 
         Sept. 88:   - Sally Jessy Raphael Show (Animal Rights)  
         March 89:   - 20/20: On the fur industry's struggle for survival  
         Jan.13, 90: - Connie Chung (CBS) on furs. (Superficial). 
         Mar. 4, 90: - "60 Minute" segment on EARTH FIRST, w.David Foreman 
         Oct. 22,90: - ABC Evening News segment on Carolina Biol.Suppl.Co. 
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
    
    67   More Animal Rights on Network Television  
                   
         Dec. 1988:  - WEST 57TH  (CBS), (incl. Ingrid Newkirk interview)  
         Apr.25, 89  - Ted Koppel ("Nightline") on lab animals  (incl.  
                       excellent Jane Goodall segment) 
                     - (short piece of irrelevant material) 
         Oct. 1989   - "Frog Girl", a CBS School Break Special.  60 min. 
                       (Duplicate: see #43) 
                       Dramatization of the story of Jennifer Graham, who  
                       refused to dissect frogs in highschool.   
                       Excellent for students.   
         Jan.30, 90  - Sally Jesse Raffael Show, on the fur issue. 
         Feb. 1, 90  - Ted Koppel ("Nightline") on the fur issue in Aspen, 
                       Colorado.                           
         Oct. 1991   - ABC, 6 min. segment on the ALF  
                       (incl. an interview with an ALF member) 
         Dec.6 1991  - CBS, "60 Minutes", a 15-min segment on the demise 
                       of the fur industry (esp. in England) 
   ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
    68   HUNT PROTESTS IN MICHIGAN      20 min.            1992 or 1993        
              TV coverage from four different stations, reporting on 
              hunt disruptions by animal rights activists, incl. Heidi 
              Prescott.  (Video portion is not crisp, due to multiple copying). 
   ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
    69   Force Feeding for Foie Gras     4 min.                    1993 (?)    
              Undercover cruelty investigators from PETA filmed these 
              scenes of plant workers forcing long feeding tubes down 
              the throats of ducks.  Also shown are injured birds. 
              Unedited, without narration.    
   ------------------------------------------------------------------------    
 
    70   THE OTHER SIDE OF THE FENCE       1988    10 minutes 
              Produced by the ASPCA.           
              Good introduction to the plight of the veal calves.     
              A comparison between traditional humane farming  and 
              the veal crates in modern factory farms. 
              Suitable for young viewers. 
    ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    71   SENTENCED FOR LIFE          (1987 ?) 
                21 minutes   British documentary, produced by Chicken Lib, 
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                with St. Andres Animal Fund & Compassion in World Framing 
                 
                Thorough expose of the fully automated battery hen industry. 
                All aspects of it are documented in depth.  For adults.   
                Although it deals with British conditions and statutes, 
                the technology is the same as in the U.S. 
 
         CHICKEN FOR DINNER ?         (1987 ?) 
                15 minutes    Same producer as the video above. 
                Similarly thorough documentary on the broiler chicken  
                industry 
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
    72   HUMANE SLAUGHTER?                 1994         9 min. 
               Produced by Farm Sanctuary.  Very little narration. 
               Chicken and turkey slaughtering scenes.  Extremely graphic, 
               bloody and gruesome.  Hard to watch, but should be seen by 
               all who purchase poultry products. 
                           
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
    73   THE MAKING OF A TURKEY            1989    17 minutes 
                Produced by Farm Sanctuary.      
                One of the best documentaries of modern factory farms. 
                All stages and aspects on turkey production are filmed, 
                from hatching to slaughter.   Factual commentaries, the  
                footage speaks for itself.   
                a CBS School Break Special.      (Duplicate: see #67) 
                Dramatization of the story of Jennifer Graham, who  
                refused to dissect frogs in highschool.   
                Excellent for students.   
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------    
    75   DIET FOR A NEW AMERICA            1991    60 minutes 
               Produced for Public TV (KCET Los Angeles). 
               Based on John Robbins' book by the same title. 
               John Robbins reveals his theories on the environmental and  
               personal health consequences of a diet based on animal  
               products.  Excellent, lively documentary. 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    75A   same as # 75 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    75B   same as # 75 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    76   Debate on Animls in Research: Tom Regan vs. R.G.Frey (Dept. of  
                Philosophy, Univ. of Liverpool, England) 
                held at Virginia Commonwealth University (Richmond VA) 
                February 1992.   Frey's main focus: the quality of life 
                argument.  -- 60 min.   (Somewhat poor audio quality) 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    78   ANIMAL RIGHTS AND BIO-MEDICAL RESEARCH.   Sept.1991   45 min.  
              (Beth Levine) 
                A video-taped lecture by Dietrich von Haugwitz before the 
                medical staff of the Dorothea Dix Hospital in Raleigh, NC. 
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    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    79   same as # 78 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    80   TV news coverage of N.C.Network Activities. 
                45 minutes.    
                A "home-made" collection of short segments from the evening  
                news, covering demonstrations and similar events by the  
                Network in the Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill area, 1986-1990. 
                Contains some, but not all coverage during that period. 
                Also included, segments on the Wise Bothers, and their 
                methods of collecting & selling dogs and cats.   
    -----------------------------------------------------------------------   
    81   ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION, WTVD, Channel 11, Durham NC  (June 1986) 
                30 minutes.  Subject: Animals in Research.  (Beth Levine) 
                Dr. Tom Giduz and Nancy Rich (Pres. of the Network for 
                Animals) argue against; Dr. Vogel (Chairman of Duke's 
                Animal Care Committe) argues for; Dr. Kootsey (Duke) 
                explains computer alternatives.         
                          
         Animal Rights on WRAL, Channel 5, Raleigh  NC  (May 1989) 
                Three 3-minute segments, aired on three consecutive days 
                on the evening news.  Animals in labs / furs / meat. 
                The emphasis is not so much on the pros and cons of the  
                issues; instead, the reporter stresses the fact that this 
                is bound to be the major issue of the 1990ies, - and the 
                major social movement.  
             
         Animal Rights on WRAL, Channel 5, Raleigh  NC  (May 1990) 
                "Assignement Sunday":  The Use of Animals in Research.    
                Dr. Robert Wood, of UNC (pro) and Dr. Neal Barnard (con). 
                A 30-minute debate. (Excellent performance by Barnard.)  
                Very good for use in schools or colleges. 
 
         WTVD Durham (Channel 11) news segments  -- 7 min --   Dec.1990 
                The use of animals at research institutions in the Research 
                Triangle Park, including numbers of animals used. 
 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    82   ANIMAL RIGHTS - A TV CALL-IN SHOW           April 1986    (Beth Levine)            
                60 minutes, Durham, NC, Cable 8. 
                Panelists: Eva von Haugwitz, Dietrich von Haugwitz, Kathy 
                           Feiner (all  from the N.C.Network for Animals). 
                The interviewer asks general questions; a few on-the-air 
                calls are received; some trapping and research clips are 
                inserted.                                                 
 
       Tom Regan interview     November 1987 
                Regan describes his work on Public Television, Chapel Hill 
                with host Bill Friday.      
                30 minutes.                                                
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       William Buckley's "Firing Line" on Vivisection  -  January 1990 
               His Guest: a Massachusetts researcher. 
               Apparently Buckley's willing compliance with the AMA's  
               request to expose the fallacy of the animal rights idea. 
 
               Both Buckley and his guest succeed only at displaying their  
                   ignorance of the animal rights philosophy.   
 
       WRAL (TV Chan.5) Raleigh -  News Segemnts  7 min.   May 29/30,1991 
               Contains brief interview with Dr. Salinger. 
               Also Tom Regan, Surg. General Koop, and local people. 
 
       WRAL (TV Chan.5) Raleigh  -     30 minutes  -      June 16, 1991 
               "Assignment Sunday"  Topic: Animals in  Research. 
               Dr. Robert Wood, Dr. McPherson (Director, Animal Facilty, 
               NCSU Vet. School), Gail Heebner, Dietrich von Haugwitz. 
               The pros and cons, debated by the four participants. 
    
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    85    Hegins Pigeon Shoot        15 min.             1991                 
               Raw footage of the Labor Day 1991 event in Hegins, PA. 
               Shows many incidents of activists freeing animals. 
               Also local TV coverage. 
    
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    86   The Diner Video         12 min.                            1995   
         Pink Floyd              17 min.                            1996 
              Warning:  these two films contain very graphic violence 
              to animals, and nothing else.  Compiled by PETA.  There is no  
              narration.  The footage, taken from different documentaries,  
              shows shocking cruelty to animals in traps, fur ranches,  
              laboratories, slaughter houses, meat production plants, and in  
              transport.   
              A video everyone should see, but many will refuse to watch.   
 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    87   Two lectures on the moral rights of animals - 90 min. - Jan.15,92     
              From a symposium at the Bowman Gray Medical School on animal 
              rights and the use of animals in research. 
              The lecturers do not endorse a straight animal rights  
              position; however, both are careful, scholarly, formal  
              treatments of this subject. 
              1. Lilly M. Rousseau, Professor at Purdue University 
              2. Dr. Tom Beecham (sp?), Senior Research Scholar at  
                 Georgetown University. 
 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    90    THE MARCH FOR THE ANIMALS         30 min.                 1990 
              Well done video report on the big Animal Rights March, 
              past the White House to the Capitol, in Washington, June 1990. 
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    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    93    THE GENESIS AWARDS          March 1996                           
              Annual awards ceremony by THE ARK TRUST, for outstanding 
              animal related work done by television and film producers. 
               
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    94    DIETARY RISK FACTORS IN CANCER    26 min.                 1989 
              (Copyright by American Vegan Society) 
              Lecture by Michael Klaper, M.D. 
              (No pictures, a straight lecture only.) 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    97    The Rescue of the Dancing Bears in Turkey                 1994 
              TV documentary (National Geographic Explorer), 
              showing the details of how dancing bears are abused in Turkey 
              and the rescue operation by WSPA (World Society for the 
              Protection of Animals) and local authorities. 
              (Contains TV commercials) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    98    North Carolina Buffalo Ranch         22 min.              1991 
              Unedited raw footage, filmed May 12, 1991      
              deer;  Hawaian Black Bear, monkeys, lemurs, - all in barren   
              cages; ducks and swans - no water; petting zoo; bison;  
              parrot in leather boot shop; "dancing chickens"; etc. 
         
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    99    National Alliance for Animals Conference    90 min.      1994 
              Miscellaneous sessions, incl. Tom Regan and Ingrid Newkirk. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
There are also 24 additional videos that have not been catalogued yet. 


